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The Unspoiled Reaction
mar y mccarthy

I

N THE theater lobby everyone at first mistook her for another
patron (a grandmother, perhaps), though the fact that she
wore an unstylish close-fitting hat, antique earrings, and no coat
and had a generally anxious, false, and flustered air should have
announced her status: she was a hostess, or, rather, one of those
entrepreneuses masquerading as hostesses who are inevitably associated with benefits, club luncheons, lectures, alumnae teas,
with all gatherings whose intention is not primarily pleasure.
Here, in the theater, on a rainy Monday morning, she was
an anomaly, for in New York, in the Times Square neighborhood, relations between management and customer are, by
common consent, austerely professional. Consequently her
intervention at the door came as a perceptible shock to each
parent and child; it demanded a slight adjustment of focus.
“Haven’t we seen you before?” She addressed the child, and
the face that turned up to her in each case showed bewilderment and pleasure. Only a moment before, the child had been
an anonymous consumer bent on mass gratification; this magic
question turned him back into his human self, and the child,
unless he were totally hardened, blushed.
“What is your name?” the lady continued, and now even the
parent was drawn in and smiled tenderly, sharing for an instant
with this unknown but plainly intuitive person the holy miracle
of his child’s identity. Sometimes the children answered, speaking their own names softly, with reverence; more often, shyness
and delight held them tongue-tied, and the parent supplied
the information. “It’s for Sunny,” the lady added, in a sort of
whispered nudge at the parent, who came to himself with a
start. The explanation, if it told him nothing else (who or what
was Sunny, anyway?), told him unmistakably that he had been
a fool just now—he ought to have suspected the utilitarian
motive. Angry and disillusioned, he passed into the poorly lit
auditorium, the remnants of the smile, the fond, fatuous smile,
still tugging at the corners of his mouth.
But at once the sight of so many empty places (hardly twenty
persons were seated in a cluster down in front) brought a
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sentiment of pity for the woman outside. Clearly, these puppeteers were in a bad way; not even the rain, not even Monday, not
even the too high price of admission, could explain or palliate the
smallness of the house. An air of failure hung over the whole undertaking, infecting the audience itself with the poison of financial
sickness, so that even the most healthy, the most fortunate parents
and children, sitting there in little groups in the bad light, with
the dismal smell of damp wool and dead cigarettes all about them,
had the look of derelicts huddled together.
So strong indeed was the sense of misery that the more sensitive parents felt an impulse to remove their children from this
house of death and were only prevented by the practical difficulties (how to explain?) and by the habit of chivalry toward the
poor and ill-favored. If the rat does not leave the sinking ship, his
only recourse is to identify himself with its fortunes; so the parents, having committed themselves to this unhappy enterprise,
immediately experienced the symptoms of solidarity. They began
to tell themselves that the attendance could have been worse
(after all, it was Monday and it was raining), to clock off each new
arrival with a feeling of personal triumph, and finally to lean forward in their seats and will people into the theater as passengers in
a decrepit car lean forward to will the car up a long grade.
These exercises in kinesthetic magic, in which, from their
clenched fists and closed eyes, one would say nearly the whole
audience was engaging, were cut short by another woman,
younger and more openly managerial than the first, a progressive school teacher in genus if not in actuality, one accustomed
to giving orders in the form of requests. “Will you please take
an outside seat?” she said, leaning over and tapping surprised
parents on the shoulder.
Some mothers and fathers did as they were bid at once, almost apologetically. Others were slow and showed even a certain disposition to stand on their rights. Still others (the most
well-fed and polished) pretended not to hear. “This does not
apply to me,” their deaf backs declared.
When it became plain that she was not going to be obeyed
without further explanation (for her little air of authority had
stirred up latent antagonism in an audience which had disposed
itself to pity but not to be ruled by her), she walked down an
empty row and took hold of the back of a seat, in the manner
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of an informal lecturer. “We like to have the children together
in the middle,” she announced with that excess of patience
that suggests that patience is really out of place. “These puppet
plays are intended for children. We want to reach the children
as a group. We want them to be free of adult influences. We
want an unspoiled reaction.”
This fetched even the most stubborn, for it hinted to every
adult in the audience that he was the snake in this paradise of
innocence, that there was something intrinsically disgusting in
the condition of being grown-up. There was a great shuffling
of coats, hats, and handbags. Mothers dropped packages on
the floor, a little girl cried, but at length the resettlement was
accomplished, and the sheep were separated from the goats.
Whenever a new party came in, the earlier arrivals would, out
of a kind of concerted malice, allow the parent to get herself well
lodged in the center block of seats before breaking it to her that
she was out of place. Indeed, the greater part of the audience was
disinclined to make the revelation at all; its original feelings of
mistrust had returned; it saw something ugly in this arbitrary
manipulation of the natural order of seating, this planned spontaneity. Though it looked forward to the confounding of the newcomer, it would not take the side of the management; in an
attitude of passive hooliganism it waited for the dark.
But disaffected as it was, the audience contained the inevitable
minority of enthusiastic coöperators who rejoice in obeying
with ostentatious promptness any command whatsoever, who
worship all signs, prohibitions, warnings, and who constitute
themselves volunteer deputies of any official person they can find
in their neighborhood. These coöperators nudged, tapped, poked,
signaled, relayed admonitory whispers along rows of children,
until every misplaced adult became conscious of the impropriety
of his position and retreated, in confusion, to the perimeter of
the house. By the time the curtain went up, the adults formed
three sides of a box which contained the children but left the
cover open to receive the influences of the stage.
2
Almost at once the object of the first lady’s question became
apparent. Laboriously, the curtains of the miniature stage
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parted and an unusually small puppet, dressed as a boy, was
revealed, bowing and dancing in a veritable tantrum of welcome. This was Sunny. “Hello, boys and girls,” he began in the
shrieky voice that is considered de rigueur for puppets and
marionettes. “Welcome to our theater.” “Hello, Sunny,” replied a self-assured child, patently the son of one of the
coöperators. He had been here before, and he did what was
expected of him. “Hello, John, how are you today?” the puppet screamed in answer, and now he passed from child to child,
speaking to each by name.
The children, for the most part, looked at each other in
wonder and astonishment. They were at a loss to account for
the puppet’s knowing them; they did not relate cause and effect and doubtless had already forgotten the question and answer in the lobby. After the first consternation, the voices that
answered the gesticulating creature grew louder and firmer.
The children were participating. Each one was anxious to show
himself more at home than his neighbor, and soon they were
treating the puppet with positive familiarity, which he encouraged, greeting every bold remark from the audience with peals
of shrill artificial laughter. Before the actual play began he had
drawn all but the very youngest and shyest into an atmosphere
of audacity.
Along the sides of the human box, the parents were breathing easier. Gladly they divested themselves of their original
doubts. It was enough that the children were entering into the
spirit of the thing. That reciprocity between player and audience, lost to us since the medieval mysteries, and mourned by
every theoretician of the drama, was here recovered, and what
did it matter if the production was a mockery, a cartoon of the
art of drama? What did it matter that the children’s innocence
had been taken advantage of, that the puppet who seemed to
know them knew only their names? And as for the seating arrangements, perhaps in the modern world all spontaneity had
to be planned; as with crop control and sex, the “unspoiled
reaction” did not come of itself; it was the end-product of a
series of maneuvers.
The curtains closed on Sunny, with the children yelling,
“Good-bye.” The main attraction, “Little Red Riding Hood,”
was about to begin, when a party of late-comers made its way
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down the aisle. There were eight or ten children and a dispiritedlooking young teacher. They took places in the very first row
and were a little slow getting seated. The children kept changing places, and the teacher was either ineffectual or a principled
anti-disciplinarian, for she made no real effort to interpose her
authority.
The curtains on the stage above them moved, as if with impatience, and a human hand and then a face, grotesquely enlarged to eyes adjusted to the scale of puppets, appeared and
then quickly withdrew. This apparition was terrifying to everyone but those for whom it was intended, the school children in
front, who had as yet no standard of comparison and continued their bickering unperturbed. The face had come and gone
so abruptly that nobody could be sure whether it belonged to
a man or a woman; it left the audience with a mere sense of
some disembodied anger—a deity was displeased. Could this
be Sunny? the parents wondered.
At length, the party in the front row composed itself. Little
Red Riding Hood and her basket were revealed as the curtains
lurched back. To the left of the puppet stage, a little box
opened, and there was Sunny, ready with a prologue, adjuring
the children to watch out for Little Red Riding Hood as if she
were their own little sister. The box closed, the action began,
and the children took Sunny at his word. From the house a
series of warnings and prophecies of disaster followed the little
red puppet out its door. “Look out,” the children called.
“Don’t obey your Mummy.” “Eat the basket yourself.”
In all these admonitions none were louder than the party in
the front row. These children, indeed, appeared to be the ideal
audience for Sunny and his troupe; they were the unspoiled
reaction in test-tube purity. While other boys and girls hung
back, murmured their comments, or simply parroted the cries
of the bolder children, the ones down in front were inventive
and various in their advice—so much so that it seemed hardly
possible that the play could go on without the actors’ taking
cognizance of what these untrammeled children were saying,
and one almost expected Little Red Riding Hood to sail off
from her lines into pure improvisation, and a kind of commedia
dell’ arte to ensue. But the puppets kept rigidly to the text, oblivious of interruptions and suggestions, and the usual situation
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was reversed—it was not the audience which was unresponsive
but the players.
By the middle of the second scene, when the wolf had made
his appearance, the whole theater was in a condition of wild
excitement. Some children were taking the side of the wolf,
urging him to make a good dinner, and some, traditionalists
even in unrestraint, remained loyal to the grandmother. The
contest on the stage was transported into the pit.
3
At the end of the second scene, Sunny came out once more,
and now the boldness of the children perfectly matched the
provocations of the puppet. Saucy answer met impudent question. Sunny was beside himself; from time to time, a witticism
from the house would capsize him altogether and he would lie
panting on the stage, gasping out the last exhausted notes of
the hee-hee-hee. Liberty and equality reached such a pitch of
frenzy that it seemed the most natural thing in the world that
a boy from the front row should climb up onto the stage to
speak directly to Sunny.
The audience watched him go without the slightest sense of a
breach of decorum. The puppet, however, drew back into his
box at the approach of the child. Slowly, his cloth body began to
wriggle and twist in an uncanny pantomime of distaste and fear.
The child put out his hand to touch the puppet, and now the
doll was indubitably alive. A shudder ran through it; it shrank
back against the curtains and doubled itself up, as though to
leave no intimate surface exposed to the violator’s touch.
As the hand still pursued and it seemed as if no power on
earth could prevent the approaching indignity, the puppet
cried out. But its voice had changed; the falsetto shriek had
become a human scream. “Sunny doesn’t like that,” called an
agonized woman’s voice from behind the curtain. The note of
hysteria struck home to the boy, separating him from his intention. He leaped back, stumbled toward the stairs, slipped
on them, and fell into the orchestra pit. Two of the fathers
rushed forward. The teacher joined them, peering anxiously
over the brink. The child was retrieved, unhurt, and firmly put
back into his seat. In the commotion, Sunny had disappeared.
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Fortunately, the children hardly missed him. For the moment, they were more interested in the mechanics of the little
boy’s fall than in its cause. “What is an orchestra pit?” they
called out to the mothers who had tried to explain, and some
got out of their seats, proposing to investigate. “Afterwards,
afterwards,” the mothers’ voices ordered. “The show is going
to begin again.”
But was it? The parents, glancing at each other, wondered.
Had they not witnessed, just now, one of those ruptures which
are instantly and irrevocably permanent, since they reveal an
aversion so profound that no beginning, i.e., no cause can be
assigned to it, and hence no end, no solution can be predicted?
Like guests sitting around a dinner table which the hostess has
just quitted to pack her trunk in a fury, the parents fidgeted,
waiting for a sign which would tell them that it was not really
necessary to go home to meet again the emptiness of their
own devices, yet knowing perfectly well that the only thing to
do was to go and go at once, before anything else happened.
But inertia, the great minimizer, provided them with the usual
excuses. They told themselves that they were letting their
imaginations run away with them, that nothing of any consequence had happened—an incompetent teacher had let her
charge misbehave.
And as the minutes passed and the curtains did not move,
the sentiment of the audience turned sharply against the
teacher. “Damn fool of a woman,” murmured the father of a
boy to the pretty mother of a girl. “I certainly wouldn’t send a
child to her school,” replied the mother, brightening up. As if
aware of the whispers of criticism, the teacher stiffened in her
seat and stared blindly forward, feigning unconsciousness.
In the middle of the house, the children were also turning
the experience over, clumsily trying to fix the blame, but they
were not so adroit, so practiced as their parents, and small
frowns of dissatisfaction wrinkled their brows. “Was that little
boy naughty?” called a little girl’s voice, at last. “Yes,” answered
her mother, without a moment’s hesitation. “Oh,” said the
little girl, but her look remained troubled.
“And now, boys and girls—” It was Sunny, cordial as ever,
and the third scene was about to start. There was no doubt
that the puppet was himself again; he bowed, he clapped his
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hands, he danced, he screeched, in his old dionysiac style. Bygones were bygones, all was forgiven, childhood was off on
another spree.
Yet the children at first were wary and glanced toward their
parents, seeking instruction, for they no longer knew what was
expected of them. The parents nodded encouragement, and as
the children still hesitated, the adults screwed their own faces
into grimaces of pleasure, till everywhere the children looked,
on the sides of the audience or, above them, on the stage, there
was a large, energetic smile bidding them enjoy themselves.
The more docile children began to laugh, rather mechanically;
others joined in, and in a few moments the crisis was past and
the mood of abandon tentatively re-established. The play proceeded, and before long the children were barking and howling
like wolves, the timid little girl was whimpering with terror,
and the parents were quietly rejoicing in the fact that another
morning had been got through without serious damage to the
children or emotional cost to themselves.
The last scruple died as Little Red Riding Hood was rescued
and the play came safely to an end. The curtains closed, but
the children were not quite disposed to go. They remained
clapping and shouting in their seats, while their parents gathered up hats and coats.
At this moment, when all danger seemed past and former
fears groundless and even morbid, the same little boy in the
front row jumped up and asked his teacher a question. “Yes,”
she said, in a voice that penetrated the whole auditorium, “I
think it will be all right for you to go backstage now.”
Something in the teacher’s tone arrested everyone; even
those parents who had succeeded in getting their children
halfway up the aisle now paused to watch as the party in the
front row made a little procession up the stairs. The drama was
not quite over; a reconciliation must follow between the puppet and the child; the child must handle the puppet, but ceremoniously, backstage, and with the puppet’s permission.
Indulgently, the audience waited. The little procession
reached the stage. Other children, emboldened, were starting
down the aisle after it, when the curtains parted. There, her
white hair disheveled, her well-bred features working with
rage, stood the woman everyone had met in the lobby and
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who was now instantly identifiable as the apparition of anger,
the face between the curtains. “Get out, get out of here, get
out.” She barred the way of the approaching group. “You
dreadful, horrible children.”
The voice, screaming, was familiar too; it was, of course,
Sunny’s. “You horrible, horrible children,” she repeated, her
r’s trilling out in a kind of reflex of gentility. The children
turned and ran, and she pursued them to the stairs, a trembling
figure of terrible malevolence, in whom could be discerned, as
in a triple exposure, traces of the gracious hostess and the
frolicsome puppet.
From behind the curtains came someone to seize her. A
man from the box office ran down the aisle to pacify the
teacher, who, now seeing herself on firm ground, was repeating over and over again, “That is no way to talk to a child.”
The audience did not wait to see the outcome. In shame and
silence, it fled out into the rain, pursued by the sound of weeping which intermingled with the word child, as pronounced by
the teacher in a tone of peculiar piety and reverence, her voice
genuflecting to it as though to the Host.

